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Abstract: Current enterprises spend much effort in obtaining precise models of their software engineering processes in order to improve the process capability of their organization and to move one step forward in the CMM. The manual design of process models, however, is complicated, time-consuming, error-prone and the results are rapidly becoming out-dated; capabilities of humans in detecting discrepancies between the actual process and its model are limited. Thus, automatic techniques for deriving process models are very important.

In this paper, we present an approach that exploits the user interaction with a document version management system for the automatic derivation of process models.

1 Introduction

Obtaining precise descriptive models of the software engineering processes is an important task for many enterprises. Today, process engineers and managers are solving this problem manually. This is complicated, time-consuming, error-prone and the results are rapidly becoming obsolete. In addition, one usually does not start from scratch when defining an explicit process model; rather existing more or less informally executed processes must be taken into account. Therefore, tool support is needed for deriving the process models. Since a document version management system is an essential part in today’s software engineering environment even when no precise definitions of the processes exist, we suggest using it as a source of input information for an automatic approach. In this paper, we present the algorithms and models for automatically deriving process models from versioning information, which we call incremental workflow mining. Our approach helps semi-automatically achieving the third level of the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [Hum89] once the second level is reached.

An initial step for deriving the software process model is discovering the activities (a unit of work carried out by employees). Here, the essential part of an activity are the input and output documents and the users executing it – a document-oriented understanding of an activity. We call the algorithm for discovering activities activity mining. After detecting the sequence and parallel relations among activities, the merging algorithm discovers the structure of the process model in form of a Petri net. This model can be analyzed and verified using the wide range of Petri techniques; later it can be shown to the user in an understandable format. As soon as new audit information is available, the set of activities...
and the process model are refined and shown to the user again. This allows us to have an up-to-date model all the time. Consequently, we call our approach incremental.

The basic ideas of our approach were presented in our paper [KRS05b]; here, we do not deal with such steps as model analysis and model transformation to the user-oriented format. Rather, we sketch the idea of the mining and merging algorithms. For a detailed presentation of these algorithms we refer to an extended version of this paper [KRS05a].

2 Related Work

The research in the area of software process mining started with new approaches to the grammar inference problem for event logs [CW98]. The other work from the software domain are in the area of mining from software repositories [MSR05]; like in our approach, they use SCM systems and especially CVS as a source of input information, but for measuring the project activity, detecting and predicting changes in code, advising newcomers to an open-source project and detecting the social dependencies between the developers.

The first application of “process mining” to the workflow domain was presented by Agrawal in 1998 [AGL98]. This approach models business processes as annotated activity graphs and is restricted to sequential patterns. The approach of Herbst and Karagiannis [HK99] uses machine learning techniques for acquisition and adaptation of workflow models. The foundational approach to workflow mining was presented by van der Aalst et al. [WvdA01]. Within this approach, formal causality relations between events in logs and the α-mining algorithm for discovering workflow models with its improvements are presented. In addition to the software process and business process domains, the research concerning discovering the sequential patterns in the area of data mining is important here [AS95].

In comparison to the classical approaches, we do not have logs of activities and, so, must discover the activities first. We make use of our document-oriented view on the activities, i.e. the process is derived from the inputs and outputs of the activities. We suggest coming up with the model early and refining it when additional information is available.

3 Versioning Log

Next, we discuss the input information for our incremental workflow mining approach. Software Configuration Management (SCM) systems (e.g. CVS, SourceSafe, ClearCase) and Product Data Management (PDM) systems (e.g. Metaphase, Teamcenter) provide some information on the on-going work. This information contains data about checkouts and checkins (commits) of documents. In this paper, we deal only with checkin information since not all SCM systems enforce or support checkouts; checkins to the system are more accurate.

An example of a versioning log is shown in Table 1. We use a log format that is independent from particular SCM systems, but includes the typically available information.
A versioning log consists of records (rows). A record is produced for each checkin of a document during different executions of different software processes; a record contains information on the document name, the time, the author and the comment. In the log of Table 1, we have one process, let’s call it "Design Change”; during this process, some software module is designed, code is generated and tested and the design is reviewed. There are three executions of this process: the first four records belong to the first execution, the second four – to the second execution, and the third four – to the third one. The set of records that belong to the same execution of one process is called an execution log.

For the algorithms presented in this paper, we make the following assumptions about the versioning log: First, different execution logs have the same naming conventions. E.g. the document containing the design is called “design” in all the execution logs. Second, the document name and the comment together are the unique identifier of the record. So, there is no documents with the same name and the same comment within one execution log. Third, there are no two records with the same timestamp in the same execution log. For the rest of the paper, we assume that we have only one process and know which records belong to which execution log; we can ignore the comments and deal only with document names; the timestamps are mapped to natural numbers, representing their order.

### 4 Activity Mining

Next, we present the algorithm for discovering the activities. As mentioned earlier, an activity is a logical unit of work defined by the sets of its input and output documents and by the set of resources allowed to execute it.

The activity mining algorithm goes through the logs looking for the output of the activities. Every document committed to the system is the output of some activity. For the log given in Table 1, the document “code” is produced by some activity (e.g. programming). For each activity, we can also get the resource who committed the document. E.g. the
document “code” was committed by “de” in the first execution log and by “dev” in the second and the third one.

The important problem here is finding the input of each activity, since this information is not given in the logs explicitly. For now, we assume that all documents that were always committed to the system earlier than the output of the activity belong to its input. E.g. for the activity producing “code”, the document “design” was committed earlier in all the execution logs, thus it is the input of the activity; the document “review” was also committed earlier, but only in the third log, thus it does not belong to the input set. Thus, the activity producing “code” is the following tuple (\{design\}, \{code\}, \{dev, de\}). The first set is the input of the activity, the second is the output, and the third is the set of resources. For details on the activity mining algorithm, we refer to the extended paper [KRS05a].

5 Merging

The merging algorithm generates the software process model from the set of activities. Since the set of activities obtained by activity mining contains the essence of the versioning log needed for deriving the process model, we do not deal with the log anymore.

First, we define three relations on the set of activities: sequence, parallel split, and parallel join. The sequence relation contains the pairs of activities that follow each other, i.e. the input of the second activity must contain the input and the output of the first one. The parallel split relation contains the activities which have the same input, but produce different output; these activities are concurrent. The parallel join relation contains activities that are followed by an activity that needs the input and the output of both activities. The merging algorithm generates the control, the informational and the organizational aspects of the process model as a Petri net, see Fig. 1. The exact algorithm is precisely defined in our technical report [KRS05a].

The control aspect algorithm identifies the order on the activities. For each activity, it generates a transition. E.g., for the activity producing “code”, it generates transition \( t_{code} \). For each activity, which is not followed by parallel activities, it also generates one output place and an arc between them, e.g. for the “code” activity, it generate \( p_{code} \) and \( (t_{code}, p_{code}) \). If an activity is followed by parallel activities, we introduce a parallel split pattern, which consists of a set of places – one for each parallel branch; a transition of the activity is connected to all the places. E.g. the activities producing “code” and “review” are in parallel split relation; therefore, we connect transition of the preceding activity, which produces “design”, to these places. Then, the places are connected to the corresponding transitions. Next, we connect all activities that are in sequence relation, except for the ones in parallel split relation. For example, we connect the place \( p_{code} \) to transition \( t_{testres} \). The last step is connecting the parallel join pattern. Here, we connect the output places of activities that belong to the parallel join relation with the transition of activities that needs the documents produced by all of these activities as input. For example, an activity which produces the “end” document needs the documents of its predecessors for input.

For the informational aspect of the process model, we create one place for each document.
Since each activity produces a document, we can connect the corresponding transitions to these document places. For the organizational aspect of the process model, we create one place for each existing user and put a token to each of these places to show that the user is available. If an activity can be executed only by one user, we create an edge from the user place to the corresponding transition and back. If an activity can be executed by one of several users, we introduce a special exclusive choice construct between these users.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The activity mining and merging algorithms were implemented in Prolog as a part of the incremental workflow mining research prototype. The declarative semantics of Prolog was especially valuable for implementing these algorithms. A special clause generates the resulting Petri net, which can be already shown to the user.

In our approach, we do mining from different perspectives, we start with deriving the information from the logs of the SCM system. Our approach has the following benefits: First, it does not need information on the existing activities; rather, we can mine this information from the versioning logs. Second, after deriving the set of activities from the versioning log, we do not deal with logs anymore. Third, our approach can be used incrementally, since we do not have to deal with all the logs after getting the new execution log again. Finally, our algorithms produce a multi-perspective process model, which reflects the real process carried out in a company. Consequently, the approach helps gradually improving the management of the software processes of a company along with incrementally improving the process models.
In this paper, we presented algorithms which work under rather restrictive assumptions on the versioning log. Future extensions will relax these assumptions: several documents can be committed at the same time, there can be several commits of the same document within one execution log. Additionally, we must identify the types of documents, the roles of users and we must generate meaningful names for the activities. This can be achieved by exploiting checkout information of SCM systems or information of the additional tools and by interacting with the user. For discovering not only software processes, but system engineering processes in general, we shall deal with similar audit information that can be obtained from Product Data Management (PDM) systems or other types of configuration and change management systems.

Altogether, our approach supports mining process models from ad-hoc executions without having predefined information on them. This way, our approach supports increasing the repeatability of the processes, in terms of workflow terminology the ad-hoc processes become administrative. In terms of the CMM, this means automatic support for increasing the maturity level of some enterprise from repeatable to defined.
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